
  

Children’s Charities’ Coalition on Internet Safety

The Digital Economy Bill – online retailing and payments systems put children at risk

The Digital Economy Bill celebrates the UK’s success as an online nation and prepares the way for further growth and 
improvements in our digital infrastructure. Many of the Bill’s provisions will receive broad support in all parts of the 
House. However the Bill does not address some of the child safety implications of the growth of e-commerce.

In this briefing note we draw attention to two of these:

 The lack of enforcement of the laws on age verification
 The way that online payments systems can put children at risk

Taken together each can magnify the effect of the other.

Age verification

In the UK there are over twenty products or services which are subject to some kind of legally prescribed  age 
restriction at the point of sale1. Gambling, alcohol, tobacco, knives, certain classes of video games and films are 
probably the best known. Following the Byron Review, and also within the Digital Economy Bill, this list is in fact 
being extended by the addition of 12 and 15 rated games. Currently only 18 rated games have any legal sanctions 
attaching to their unlawful purchase.

Sales of age restricted products and services over the internet have increased, as have sales of all goods and services 
online but, with one exception (online gambling), there has not been any corresponding effort made by online retailers 
to ensure that, when they sell such goods and services, they are selling them legally.

In a High Street shop or in a pub a visual check can be carried out and if there is any doubt about a person’s age proof 
can be requested. If it is not forthcoming the sale will not proceed. Most online retailers have not yet developed a 
virtual equivalent, and this is despite the fact that tried and tested systems now exist and have been shown to work 
very successfully in the world of online gambling.

The national Trading Standards Institute has repeatedly drawn attention to this issue. In May 2009 in an operation 
supervised by Greenwich Council trading standards officers, a 16-year-old volunteer went online and successfully 
purchased the following items:

o Knives from Debenhams, Amazon, Choice and Tchibo
o Age-restricted games for both a PS2 and a PC from HMV, Play.com and Game 
o Age-restricted DVDs from Argos and Play.com 
o Alcoholic drinks from Drinksdirect, M&S, Oddbins, Laithwaites 

The volunteer made the purchases having bought a prepaid Splash Maestro card and a MasterCard gift card from local 
retailers in Greenwich. Both cards were registered with his real date of birth and address. All of the goods ordered 
were delivered to his home. No further checks were made at the point of delivery.

In June 2009 a nationwide survey was carried out specifically into the online sale of knives to persons under 18. The 
survey was conducted jointly by Southwark and Lambeth Trading Standards Officers and was sponsored by GOL and 
the Metropolitan Police.

                                                          
1 For a full list see http://tiny.cc/agerestricted



Officers surveyed 44 web sites selling knives. They supervised volunteers aged either 14 or 15 who used their 
own pre-payment type cards to attempt to buy knives. The youths had obtained the cards perfectly legitimately by 
submitting their true names and ages. It is illegal to sell knives to anyone under the age of 18 yet 41 of the sites sold 
knives to the youths - a non compliance rate of 93%. This compares to a non-compliance rate of 19% amongst high 
street retailers. The media have carried many lurid stories about how youngsters have used these cards in similar ways.

In October 2009 the Online Purchasing of Goods and Services (Age Verification) Bill completed its passage through 
the House of Lords. The Private Members Bill was sponsored by Baroness Massey and enjoyed support across the 
House. The Bill fell in the Commons for want of time but had it become law it would have enabled the Secretary of 
State, following consultations, to draw up regulations which would have required all online retailers of age restricted 
products or services to introduce robust age verification systems.

Baroness Massey’s Bill was modelled very directly on measures which the Government had already introduced in the 
Gambling Act, 2005. As a condition of obtaining a licence from the UK’s Gambling Commission every online 
gambling web site must have an age verification system in place. The provisions became operative in September 2007 
and since that time cases of under age of online gambling have all but disappeared.

Online payments systems

The situation described above has been considerably worsened by the proliferation of online payment systems which, 
quite legitimately, are available to persons of any age. Many banks routinely issue plastic payments cards to children 
as young as 11. More recently a plethora of prepaid cards using the Mastercard, Visa, Maestro and Amex networks 
have become available. Some of these can be bought for cash over the counter in corner shops and, for all practical 
purposes, used entirely anonymously. Because most online retailers’ web sites do not do age verification these new 
prepaid cards are being used to facilitate children’s access to products and services which they could not obtain 
through High Street retail outlets, either at all or with anything like the same rate of success.

FSA oversight does not extend to these cards either because they are (lawfully) supplied by financial institutions 
which the FSA does not regulate or because the annual amount of money which can be spent, per card, falls below the
FSA’s “Customer Due Diligence” or anti money laundering rules. For certain types of cards this limit is set either at 
€150 or at £650, small amounts for many purposes but huge sums for others. Law enforcement is known to be 
concerned more widely about the way these cards can be used for a variety of criminal purposes. We submitted more 
detailed evidence on this point to the recent Treasury Review on the money laundering regulations. We await news of 
the outcome.

The banks and financial institutions quite properly point out that, where the law requires it, it is the retailer’s 
responsibility to determine the age of persons buying goods and services from them, in the online world as it is in the 
real world. There is no doubt that it is true but one cannot help but feel some sympathy for the retailers as the financial 
institutions have certainly not made their job any easier.

Again, if the model of the Gambling Act were to be followed, this problem could be, if not eliminated entirely, then at 
least greatly reduced. The instrument a person used to make an online payment would, any rate for these purposes, be 
irrelevant if they had been independently age verified.
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